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FCCee Injector Complex 

Injector complex is comprised of: 

• e+/e- LINAC and Damping Ring (to ~6 GeV) 

• Pre-Booster Ring - PBR (from ~6 to ~20 GeV) (SPS?) 

• Booster ring (from ~20 to full FCCee energy ~45 to 175 GeV per beam) 

• [Proposal for extra ring with wigglers for rapid radiative polarization (@ ~1-2 GeV)] 

 

Injected beam parameters required: 

Beam energy = 45 to 175 GeV 

Energy stability < 0.3 % 

Charge per injected bunch ~ 0.2 to 20 x 1010 

Charge stability < 2% 

Bunch length < 2 mm 

Energy spread rms < 0.3 % 

Emittance (x,y) ~ 1.5 nm-rad 
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FCCee Collider Parameters (K. Oide, F. Zimmermann …) 
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Injector Parameters (New Baseline) (Y. Papaphilippou) 
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Injection Cycles (Y. Papaphilippau) 

- Linac 1 or 2 bunches per pulse at 100-200 Hz. 

- Electron bunch population = 2.66 x 1010 (can go up to ~6x1010 max for e+ production) 

- Two bunches per pulse spaced by ~100 ns (can be increase up to 3-4 bunches) 

- Required number of e+ (accepted) in the pre-booster (perhaps SPS) 2.66 x 1010 

- Required number of e+ in collider bunch: 4.25 x1010 

- Assume 80% injection efficiency for each transfer. 
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Electron Gun Studies 

Courtesy: A.M. Barnyakov, D.A. Nikiforov, A.E. Levichev (BINP) 

Old (traditional) 

gun design 

New (proposed)  

gun design 
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Positron Source (I. Chaikovska …) 
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Positron Collection and Capture (P. Martyshkin, …) (BINP)  

Channel Transmission ~<60% 
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Towards a Preliminary FCC-ee Injector Design for Electrons: s. Ogur (Bogazici U., CERN) 
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Towards Preliminary FCC-ee Injector Design for Positrons: S. Ogur (Bogazici U., CERN) 

 

e+ target 

DR 

4.46 GeV 
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Linac and Damping Ring Optics and Transmission (S. Ogur) 

Linac 
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Study of 20 GeV Pre-Booster (O. Etisken …) 

Convenient ring  

circumference is  

2 to 3 km with a damping 

time of 8 to 15 msec. 

Dipole filling factor 

Circ of SPS = 6.9 km 
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Booster Lattice Design (B. Haerer, …) 
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Collider Injection Design (K. Oide, …) 
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FCCee Booster to Collider Injection 

Requirements and assumptions for top-up injection: 

• Similar emittance in booster and collider (~1.3 nm @ 175 GeV) 

• ~1.5 km injection straight section available in collider 

• 5 sigma clearance for high injection efficiency 

• (Limited) dynamic aperture: ~15 sigma for on-energy, 5 sigma up to +/- 

2% off-energy 

• Minimize septum width 

- Blade thickness of 5 mm (3 mm + mechanical margin) 

- Wire septum of 0.2 mm (~20 um + mechanical margin) 
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Collider Injection Phase Space with Traditional Stacking 

Typical parameters: 

bx at injection septum (stored) = ~200m 

bx at injection septum (injection) = ~30m 

exstored (stored) =9.4 nm  

exinj (injected) =50 nm  

sxstored at septum (stored) = 1.4 mm 

sxinj at septum (injected) = 1.2 mm 

Xs  = Septum blade thickness =~ 5 mm 

Xc = septum clearance distance = ~6sx  

 

Xinj < Ax 

Xinj = 4Xsinj+Xs+Xc = ~18 mm 

Ax = machine aperture > ~20 mm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stored Beam Orbit Injection orbit 
Septum blade 

Injection bump on 

Injection bump off 

(~one turn later) 

Injection bump 
Injected beam 

(+/- 2 sxinj) 

Stored beam 

Ax 

xinj
 

xinj
 

 

xc 
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FCCee Booster to Collider Injection (M. Aiba …) 

Traditional stacking Alternative Multipole Kicker 
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Detectors need to plan for masking of injection pulses  

during top-up data recording (~10 msec) 

BaBar LER trigger vetoes (~2008). 
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Other Booster Injection Options 

The full energy booster, by itself, is a large and serious  accelerator: 

1) 98 km 

2) 175 GeV 

3) >10 GeV SC RF  

4) 10% of collider ring current (~150 mA) 

5) 70760 bunches 

 

There may be other possibilities to acceleration to 175 GeV.  

Make a small effort soon to investigate possibilities. 
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Future injection work 

Many small details to work out. 

Consider reducing early linac beta functions by adding 

quadrupoles. 

Make layouts of linac transport lines. 

Positron systems tests. 

Find filling patterns that satisfy beam loading restrictions in the 

collider rings. (from Teytelman) 

Investigate beam loading and, thus, allowed bunch patterns in 

injector booster. 

Investigate booster possibilities. 

Look at mismatched beta functions for the injected bunches into 

the collider to loosen septa blade requirements. 
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Conclusions: FCC-ee Injection 

Working toward a base line for the draft CDR for Fall 2017. 

 

Operation at the Z0 is the most difficult for the injector chain for generated 

beam charge. 

Operation at tt determines the booster cost. 

 

As presented, the e+/e- production chain can produce the required bunch 

charges and injection rates for injection into the collider at all energies. 

A 6 GeV linac should work for positron and electron production. 

The design for a 1.54 GeV positron damping ring is well advanced. 

Investigating a pre-booster (perhaps the SPS) to raise the beam energy 

from 6 to 20 GeV. 

The booster design is advancing. The injection energy of 6 GeV may be too 

low, with a pre-booster 20 GeV is more manageable. 


